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Alexander Who Used To Be Rich Last
Sunday
"The activities will reinforce a wide variety of language
and reading skills which are generally part of the
curriculum at the reading level of the book" ... p. [1].
Presents all three classic stories about Alexander, the
youngster who is representative of everyone's little
brother--struggling day by day against the unfair things in
life and matching wits with his siblings--in a single
volume.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most
sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times
crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of
"Alexander, Who Used to Be Rich Last Sunday." Don't
say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to
shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some
may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be
spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy
this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You
expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've
heard it all.
Alexander is not going to leave his best friend Paul. Or
Rachel, the best babysitter in the world. Or the Baldwins,
who have a terrific dog named Swoozie. Or Mr. and Mrs.
Oberdorfer, who always give great treats on Halloween.
Who cares if his father has a new job a thousand miles
away? Alexander is not -- Do you hear him? He Means
it! -- going to move. Alexander's back, facing another of
childhood's trials and tribulations with Judith Viorst's
trademark humor and keen sense of what's important to
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kids.
Learn how to use children’s literature to engage
students in mathematical problem solving. Teaching with
children’s literature helps build a positive math
environment, encourages students to think abstractly,
shows students the real-world purposes of math, builds
content-area literacy, and appeals to students with
different learning styles and preferences. This practical
book provides specific children’s book ideas and
standards-based lessons that you can use to bring math
alive in your own classroom. Special Features: Step-bystep ideas for using children’s literature to teach lessons
based on the Common Core Standards for Mathematical
Content in kindergarten, first, and second grade
Scripting, modeling, and discussion prompts for each
lesson Information on alignment to the Standards for
Mathematical Practice and how to put them into studentfriendly language Reference to a wide variety of specific
children’s literature that can provide a context for young
children learning to engage in the standards
Differentiated activities for students who are early,
developing, and advanced problem solvers
Word study, story questions, picture questions,
reproducibles and activities for students to tie in with the
story Alexander, who used to be rich last Sunday by
Judith Viorst.
This unique resource uses 40 popular children's books as
springboards to math learning. It's brimming with activities
and reproducibles that focus on number sense, operations,
fractions, patterns, measurement, money, time, probability,
and much more.
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Teacher Susan Lunsford shares her best book-based lessons
in every subject area. Launch a measurement lesson with
Amy Hest’s The Purple Coat, discuss spelling strategies with
Marc Brown’s Arthur’s Teacher Trouble , explore
multiplication with Tomie dePaola’s The Art Lesson, and
much more! Your students will love the connection to their
favorite books—and you’ll love meeting standards while
fostering a love of literature. For use with Grades 1-3.
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"This book seeks to join the ongoing, interdisciplinary
approach to children's literature by means of sustained
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readings of individual texts by means of important works in
the history of philosophy. Its inclusion of authors from both
various departments--philosophy, literature, religion, and
education--and various countries is an attempt to show how
traditional boundaries between disciplines might become
more permeable and how philosophy offers important insights
to this interdisciplinary, critical conversation"--provided by
publisher.
Presents social studies activities for the kindergarten to fourth
grade classroom.
Presents a guide to children's literature and activities
revolving around such themes as farm animals, dinosaurs,
fairy tales, and poetry, along with teaching strategies that
encourage children to read.
This teacher resource offers a detailed introduction to the
Hands-On Mathematics program (guiding principles,
implementation guidelines, an overview of the processes that
grade 2 students use and develop during mathematics
inquiry), and a classroom assessment plan complete with
record-keeping templates and connections to the
Achievement Levels outlined in the Ontario Mathematics
Curriculum. The resource also provides strategies and visual
resources for developing students? mental math skills. The
resource includes: Mental Math Strategies Unit 1: Patterning
and Algebra Unit 2: Data Management and Probability Unit 3:
Measurement Unit 4: Geometry and Spatial Sense Unit 5:
Number Concepts Unit 6: Number Operations Each unit is
divided into lessons that focus on specific curricular
expectations. Each lesson has materials lists activity
descriptions questioning techniques problem-solving
examples activity centre and extension ideas assessment
suggestions activity sheets and visuals
Alexander's grandparents give him a dollar on Sunday, but by
the end of the day all he has left in his pockets are bus
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tokens. A rather tongue-in-cheek introduction to money and
finance... --The Horn Book
Anthony has two dollars and three quarters and one dime and
seven nickels and eighteen pennies. Nicholas has one dollar
and two quarters and five dimes and five nickels and thirteen
pennies. Alexander has...bus tokens. And even when he's
rich, pretty soon all he has is bus tokens. He was rich. Last
Sunday. Grandma Betty and Grandpa Louie came and gave
Anthony and Nicholas and Alexander each a dollar.
Alexander was saving his. Maybe for a walkie-talkie. And then
there was bubble gum, some bets with Anthony and Nicholas
(that Alexander lost), a snake rental, a garage sale, and all
kinds of other things to spend money on. And now all he has
is bus tokens. When he used to be rich last Sunday.
Gerald the elephant discovers that there is something worse
than a bird on your head-- two birds on your head! Piggie will
try to help her best friend.
A curious monkey goes to the hospital after swallowing a
piece of a jigsaw puzzle.
Angry Alexander refuses to move away if it means having to
leave his favorite friends and special places.

Although Alexander and his money are quickly
parted, he comes to realize all the things that can be
done with a dollar.
Alexander, Who Used to Be Rich Last SundaySimon
and Schuster
Using quality literature to introduce younger students
to economic terms and concepts is an engaging and
effective teaching method. This book demonstrates
how. • Supplies an appealing and highly effective
way to enrich the social studies curriculum •
Presents discussion questions applicable to public
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library storytimes • Provides grade-level appropriate
activities and reproducibles in a ready-to-use format
that saves teachers and librarians time •
Recommends titles that are easily available
El domingo pasado, los abuelitos de Alexander le
dieron un dólar. ¡Era rico! ¡Había tantas cosas que
podía hacer con todo ese dinero! Podía comprarse
todos los chicles que deseaba, o quizás un
radiotrasmisor, si ahorrara suficiente dinero. Pero,
de alguna manera, el dinero empezó a desaparecer…
Esta edición en español de uno de los libros más
populares de Judith Viorst encantará a los lectores
de todas las edades.
101 Books to Read Before You Grow Up is a fun
handbook for book lovers and their families to read,
check off, and give their own book reviews. 101
Books to Read Before You Grow Up provides a
comprehensive list of kid-friendly books for children
to read before they grow up. This must-read review
list acts as an interactive journal where kids can
document the books they read, why they like them,
and how they rate them. Divided into sections by
subject, from fairy tales and fantasy to sports and
nonfiction, 101 Books to Read Before You Grow Up
celebrates the importance of reading and
encourages family participation to develop lifelong
readers. The perfect reference guide for book lovers
of all ages, 101 Books to Read Before You Grow Up
helps both kids and parents decide which books to
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read next!
For each featured title, you'll find a book summary,
as well as an easy-to-read list of primary content
standards. This book also includes: related math
vocabulary to share with students; suggestions for
sharing each story; step-by-step activities to
reinforce key math skills and concepts; reproducible
charts, activities, patterns, and games; suggestions
for connecting to other areas of the curriculum; and
additional resources for learning more.
First grade is a year of important new experiences for
students and teachers alike. Some students will arrive
knowing how to read, others will know a few letters of the
alphabet, and most will be somewhere in between.
Including dozens of reproducibles, this book guides firstgrade teachers in the many decisions they face about
how to orchestrate effective, appropriate, and engaging
instruction. A special strength of the book is the authors'
deep understanding of the oral language base of literacy
learning - both reading and writing - and their expertise in
differentiating instruction for English language learners.
Provides literature-based activities for teaching math to
students in grades one through three, each with
activities, reproducible patterns, and recording sheets.
Use Novel-Ties ® study guides as your total guided
reading program. Reproducible pages in chapter-bychapter format provide you with the right questions to
ask, the important issues to discuss, and the
organizational aids that help students get the most out of
each book they read.
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Suggests reading materials to use in conjunction with the
teaching of mathematical concepts and activities
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